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QviX is a convenient software package for the processing of samples from DNA microarrays. QviX is designed for the rapid and accurate determination of the gene expression of each sample. It is a java stand-alone application designed for both SAGE and DNA microarray experiments. Prime X299-Deluxe now has a dedicated addressable RGB header, suitable for connectingtolighting strips, fans, and compatible PC cases.Our Aura software contains an array of effects for addressable gear, and the Aura SDK takes things
to the next level, allowing developers to controleachLED individually -unleashing infinite lighting possibilities. The HMPresentation Software allows users to prepare and send out reports by combining data into a variety of formats, including HTML, Excel, Adobe Acrobat, Postscript and PDF. Additional options allow users to create customized reports such as envelopes, CDs and Website logos. The Ingenuity Explorer (IEX) system is a networkable, Web-based solution with new capabilities that enable users of every level to

view and analyze data from any place at any time. The system is available to buy, and the accompanying 2.5 version of the software is available for free to all our clients. The OPSEN Engine technology optimizes refinery and petrochemical processes and prepares them for efficient operation. The software features an intuitive user interface and includes a graphical and detailed display of process flows, a real-time status report of each process, and a selection of materials and solvents used in the particular process.
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